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SOME ESTIMATES FOR HARMONIC MEASURES. Ill

JAMES A. JENKINS

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. A simple determination is given for continua in the closed unit disc

having minimal harmonic measure at the centre.

1

Dieter Gaier [2] raised the following problem. Let a point on the unit cir-

cumference and a point in the unit disc distinct from the origin be given. Find

a continuum containing these points whose harmonic measure at the origin is

minimal. This problem was solved by the author [3], who showed that extremal

continua are made up of trajectories of appropriate quadratic differentials and

that apart from certain special cases there is a unique extremal configuration.

A more general problem also raised by Gaier was treated by Liao [5]. A special

case of a problem of Fuchs [1] is to find a continuum in the closed unit disc

which meets every radius and whose harmonic measure at the origin is minimal.

The author [4] characterized the class of continua in which such an extremal

continuum must occur. Marshall and Sundberg [6] determined the essentially

unique extremal continuum. In this paper we give a much simplified derivation

of this solution using the method of the extremal metric.

2

We follow the normalization and notation used in [4, Theorem 2]. In par-

ticular, we consider a potential extremal continuum T with end points at 1

and r, 0 < r < 1, consisting of the arc on the unit circumference made up

of points e'e with 0 < 6 < x, n < X < 2n, and an arc y on a trajectory of

the appropriate quadratic differential from e'x to r. The minimal harmonic

measure is equivalent to a maximal triad module m(0, a, D) where a is the

open arc made up of points e'e with x < 6 < 2n and D is the unit disc slit

along y.

We consider the quadratic differential

^v z(z - l)(z - r)(z - r~x)
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and the comparison metric |Q(z)|1/,2|dz| in the above module problem. We

pass to a two-sheeted covering of the disc branched at 0 and r and obtain a

quadrangle (S for which one pair of opposite sides is given by the two open

arcs covering a. Its module for curves joining this pair of opposite sides is

twice the above triad module. Let the segment [-1,0] have length a and

the segment [0, r] have length b in the Q-metric. Considering the mapping

C = J(Q(z))l/2dz of the upper semicircle we see this has area ab + \b2 in the

(2-metric. Thus S has area 4(ab + \b2). Also we see that the segment [r, 1]

has length a + b so that every curve joining the above sides in S has length at

least 2xl2(a + 2b). The module of € is at most

4(ab + \b2)/2(a + 2b)2 = (2ab~x + l)(ab~[ + 2)~2.

An elementary calculation shows this quantity to have maximal value -j, which

can occur only if a = b and further only if y is a trajectory of Q(z)dz2 and

if this runs from -1 to r. It is seen at once that this situation can occur for

at most one value of r since if there were two, r, r', we could map the upper

semicircle onto itself keeping -1,0, 1 fixed but carrying r to r'.

On the other hand, if we take the quadratic differential w(w6 - l)~x dw2,

which has simple zeros at 0, oc and simple poles at the sixth roots of unity, it

has the real axis to the right of 1 and the rays obtained by rotating this about the

origin through 120° and 240° as trajectories. The same is true of the radius

from 0 to -1 and the rotated radii. The transformation £ = (u; - a')(1 - au;)-'

carries this to the quadratic differential 2/(C2 + 1)(C6 - 15C4 + 15C2 - l)"1 dC2
with the first set of trajectories going to the quarter unit circle from 1 to i and

arcs running from i to points on the negative real axis. The transformation

z = C2 transforms this to the quadratic differential

\i(z + l)[z(z - l)(z - r)(z - A-"1)]"1 dz2

where r - 1 - 4\/3 and the trajectories go to the upper unit semicircle and arcs
running from -1 to r inside the unit circle and to r~x outside. (That the

trajectory from -1 to r has the desired property is immediate by invariance,

but one also verifies at once that z = r is the image of w = e2n'l^.) Thus this

configuration provides the unique extremal in our problem.

Theorem. Let F be the closed unit disc \z\ < 1, E the open unit disc, and C a

continuum in F not containing the origin which meets every radius oj F. Let G

be the component of E - C containing the origin and a the border entity of G

determined by C. Then the harmonic measure u>(0, a, G) attains its minimal

value for the continuum C consisting of the upper semicircle and the trajectory

(with its end points) running from -I  to r of the quadratic differential

i(z + \)[z(z - l)(z - r)(z - A--')]"1 dz2

with r = 1 - 4\/3. The only other continua for which the minimum is attained

are those derived from C by rotation about the origin and reflection in lines

through the origin.

3

The extreme value of the triad module is of course 1 /6 . Marshall and Sund-

berg calculated the corresponding value of the harmonic measure to a great many
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decimal places. However, this quantity can be represented explicitly using the

relationship between triad module and harmonic measure.

If the harmonic measure is a/2n, we take the arc on the unit circumfer-

ence from e~ial2 to e'a/2 (in the positive sense) and the corresponding triad

module. As before this is one half the module of the quadrangle with ver-
tices e~ial4, eial4, -e~lal4, -e'a/4 for curves joining the sides from e'n/4 to

_e-ia/4 an(j from -e'al4 to e~lal4 on the unit circumference. We map this

onto the upper half-plane by the linear transformation w = i cot f |=f so that

the vertices go to 1, ac-1 , -Ac-1, -1, with Ac = cot2 f . The elliptic integral

f= f[(\-w2)(l -k2w2)]-xl2dw
Jo

maps this on the rectangle

-K<m(,<K,        0<Jr(,<K',

where K and K' are complete elliptic integrals corresponding to Ac = cot21.

The module of this corresponding to the above is j% . For this to be -j we have

KL — 2
k ~ 3 ■
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